AMELIA: How's it going, Marlo?
MARGO: Great. I found Geronimo’s fan. Where next?
AMELIA: Take your way to Manila in the Philippines. I need you to find Gerry Mendoza at his photography stall in a market outside the city. Geronimo bought a telephoto lens there. Gerry will take you on to the Batad rice terraces.

The Philippines is made up of 7,107 tropical islands between the South China Sea and the Pacific Ocean. Its capital city, Manila, is on the largest of the islands, Luzon, and is home to over 12 million people.

Join Marlo on his journey through Manila’s busy market to find Gerry’s store.

HIDDEN GEM
Jeepneys are a popular form of transport in the Philippines and are often highly decorated. Themes have included the British royal family!